• 1 Binder- 1.5 Inch
• 1 colored pencils (24 Pack)
• 4 composition Notebooks- 120 page
  (https://www.mead.com/mead/browse/productBlack+Marble+3+Subject+Composition+Book/09946)
• 1 divider - 5 tab
• 1 dry erase markers - expo chisel tip
• 1 paper pocket brad folder - blue
• 1 paper pocket brad folder - green
• 1 paper pocket brad folder - purple
• 1 paper pocket brad folder - orange
• 1 4-pack Sharpie highlighters
• 1 markers Crayola classic 10ct - thick
• 1 markers Crayola classic 10ct - thin
• 1 paper filler- wide 100ct
• 7 pencil Ticonderoga sharpened no2 12 pk
• 1 pencil sharpener canister 2hole
• 2 pens flair black 1 pkg
• 1 Papermate flair porous-point pens medium assorted ink colors pack of 4 pens
• 1 scissors kids Fiskar blunt
• 1 headphones
• 1 tape masking
• 2 tape scotch roll/dispenser
• 2 tissues- Kleenex 75 ct
• 1 wipes- baby pkg unscented
• 1 wipes- disinfectant colorx 35 ct
• 1 zipper bags- glad gallon 20 ct
• 1 zipper bags quart 25 ct
• Pacon 9 x 12 rainbow construction paper ream, assorted
• 1 glue- elmers washable stick 12 pk
• 1 4oz liquid glue
• 1 post-it brand sticky notes pad 90 sheets
• 1 pink pearl eraser by paper mate
• 1 notebook 1 sub spiral wide red
• 1 notebook 1 sub spiral wide blue
• 1 notebook 1 sub spiral wide green
• 1 notebook 1 sub spiral wide yellow